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Abstract. Research on the discovery, classification and validation of
biological markers, or biomarkers, have grown extensively in the last
decades. Newfound and correctly validated biomarkers have great po-
tential as prognostic and diagnostic indicators, but present a complex
relationship with pertinent endpoints such as survival or other diseases
manifestations. This research proposes the use of computational argu-
mentation theory as a starting point for the resolution of this problem for
cases in which a large amount of data is unavailable. A knowledge-base
containing 51 different biomarkers and their association with mortality
risks in elderly was provided by a clinician. It was applied for the con-
struction of several argument-based models capable of inferring survival
or not. The prediction accuracy and sensitivity of these models were in-
vestigated, showing how these are in line with inductive classification
using decision trees with limited data.
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1 Introduction
In the medical domain, biomarkers can be objectively defined as a medical con-
dition which can be measured precisely and reproducibly. It has to be observed
from outside the patient, contrarily to medical symptoms which are an indi-
cation of health recognized by the patients themselves [27]. Simple examples
include blood pressure, pulse and waist circumference. It can also range to sev-
eral diseases diagnostics or more complex laboratory tests of blood and other
tissues. Over the past 50 years the advances in biological sciences have generated
more than 30,000 candidate biomarkers from which less than a thousand might
have clinical value [23]. There is a vital issue in determining the relationship
between biomarkers and relevant clinical endpoints, such as survival, stroke and
myocardial infarction [27]. Data mining techniques incorporating machine learn-
ing algorithms have been used as a possible path for solving this problem [7, 28].
However, these are usually suited for large amounts of data which are not always
available due to the complexity of measurement and quantity of biomarkers. In
such cases, it is argued that defeasible reasoning might be considered a possible
resolution technique.
2 An investigation of argumentation theory for the prediction of survival
In formal logics a defeasible concept is built upon a set of interactive pieces
of evidence that can become defeated by additional reasons [21]. Efforts have
been made within the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to perform and analyze
the act of reasoning defeasibly. Argumentation Theory (AT) is a computational
approach which has been widely employed for modelling defeasible and non-
monotonic reasoning [3]. It has been broadly applied in the field of health care
[5, 10] since data accounted in such problems is often uncertain, heterogeneous
and incomplete. In this study the dataset employed follows this trend. It contains
information of 93 patients and 51 different biomarkers collected in an European
hospital from primary health care health records during the time span of five
years. The survival of the patient is the dependent variable and indicates sur-
vival or death, while independent variables are both continuous and categorical.
An initial investigation was performed and classification models such as decision
trees could not provide accurate models, given the small amount of data. Thus,
we proposed the investigation of computational argumentation theory for the
prediction of survival in elderly. A knowledge-base constructed by a clinician was
selected for examination. It adds dozens of rules and 7 different mortality risks.
Its formalization was made by following the 5-layer modelling approach proposed
by [16]. Finally, this schema was used for building a number of argument-based
models with different parameters. Their accuracy and sensitivity (true positive
rate) was subsequently computed for comparison purposes. The research ques-
tion being investigated is: to which extent can defeasible reasoning, implemented
using formal argumentation theory, enhance the prediction of survival in elderly
using information on biomarkers according to accuracy and sensitivity?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related
work on biomarkers and AT research, making the connection between the two
areas. The design and methodologies of the study are detailed on section 3. Sec-
tion 4 provides the comparison against decision trees and subsequent discussion.
Finally, section 5 presents the conclusion and future work.
2 Related work
Research on prognostic information for mortality in older adults is of significant
importance on clinical decision-making, for instance when deciding for more ad-
vance care planning for higher risks patients [12]. Non-communicable diseases,
such as cardiovascular, are the main cause of mortality among elderly individuals
[13]. Hence, the increase of biomarkers research to obtain early prognostics. Ex-
amples include [6, 1] which investigate possible biomarkers related to mortality.
The predictive power of selected biomarkers is usually determined by a statis-
tical analysis and so relies on data, not providing a complete explanation or a
reasoning process. Recently, machine learning algorithms have also been used in
this area of research [7, 28]. Nonetheless, the validation of biomarkers as possible
features of endpoints classification is still a concern on medical research [27].
It falls on the same issues as other medical fields. In these, different pieces of
information taken into account might be in contradiction with each other, thus a
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method for resolving them is often necessary. Knowledge-based systems are ap-
proach to deal with uncertainty and potentially valid for overcoming such issues
[25, 24]. These are well established within AI and have been used in several do-
mains such as the pharmaceutical industry, clinical trials and care planning [26,
11, 14, 10, 18]. However, despite the similarity of the previous areas, it appears,
from literature, that there is no research that attempts to employ defeasible
reasoning in the biomarker domain for the prediction of survival. Reasoning is
defeasible when a conclusion can be retracted in the light of new evidence. It is
argued here that the knowledge required for modelling and assessing mortality
risk using biomarkers can be seen as defeasible. It contains inconsistent pieces
of evidence supporting different risk levels that are also retractable in the light
of new information. Let us consider the following example with arguments:
- Arg 1: Increased mean cell volume of red blood cells (MCV) might lead to
macrocytosis. Older people with macrocytosis are more likely to have poorer
cognitive functioning and increased mortality.
- Arg 2: Deficiency of vitamin B12 is an indicator of increased MCV. If there
is no vitamin B12 deficiency then MCV can not be increased.
On one hand, in the first argument, a clinician may argue that there is evi-
dence to infer an increased mortality risk, due to the increased measure of MCV
which can lead to macrocytosis. In case there is no other evidence, increased
mortality risk might be a reasonable conclusion. On the other hand, the second
argument argues that if there is no deficiency of vitamin B12 then increased
measure of MCV can not be taken into account. In this case the inference of an
increased mortality risk no longer holds. This example illustrates how the set of
conclusions does not increases monotonically and can be retracted in the light
of new information. The next section explains how such arguments and conflicts
can be represented and possible approaches to reach justifiable conclusions.
3 Design and methodology
This section illustrates how a knowledge-base on mortality risk factors in elderly
was translated into computational argument-based models following a 5-layer
schema [15]. Due to space limitation the full knowledge-base is not shown here,
but it can be found online3. It contains not only inference rules but also con-
tradictions, preferences and a full description of all biomarkers utilized by the
clinician, together with other 92 references used for the development of argu-
ments (knowledge-base’s rules).
3.1 Layer 1 - Definition of the structure of arguments
The first step on the argumentation process or the 5-layer schema is to define a
set of forecast arguments. These can be represented like:
Forecast argument : premises→ conclusion
3 http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.20905.49764
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The objective is to determine a premise or set of premises from which a con-
clusion can be reasonably inferred (survival or not). Survival was deducted from
mortality risks which were in turn based on natural language expressions utilized
by the clinician. Expressions like “may affect survival”, “ strong mortality risk
factor” and “increased mortality” are a few examples. These expressions were
separated in seven different mortality risks: no risk (r1), low risk (r2), medium
low risk (r3), medium risk (r4), medium high risk (r5), high risk (r6) and ex-
tremely high risk (r7). From the initial set of 51 biomarkers, 44 had a natural
language description employable for the inference of some mortality risk. Let us
consider a description for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and
the possible argument associated to it:
- Description: COPD is a major cause of mortality and also a cardiovascular
risk factor. There may be a survival benefit for treatment with new inhalatory
drugs, however, conclusive data are currently lacking.
- Arg: presence of COPD → extremely high risk (r7)
From the knowledge-base’s descriptions it is possible to infer some mortality
risk for some biomarkers, but the deduction from risks to survival or death is
not known. Because of these two approaches are selected for investigation:
- Cautious: all risks are considered as potential predictors. r1−3 are predictors
for survival while r4−7 are predictors for death.
- Skeptical : only r1−2 are associated with survival and r6−7 with death. Ar-
guments that support other conclusions (r3−5) are no longer part of the
reasoning process. Since risks r3−5 are in the medium range it might be
argued that they do not provide strong evidence to infer survival or not.
3.2 Layer 2 - Definition of the conflicts of arguments
At this layer the relationship between arguments is defined. While the first layer
allows the definition of the monological structure of arguments, the second layer
allows the creation of dialogical structures of knowledge. The objective is to
support the examination of invalid arguments that have the earmarks of being
legitimate. According to [20] these can be referred to as mitigating arguments.
Their internal structure is defined by a set of premises and an undercutting
inference ⇒ to an argument B (forecast or mitigating):
Mitigating argument : premises⇒ B
A few classes of mitigating arguments can be found in [22]. However, only one
of them, undercutting attack, is adopted in this research for the implementation
of conflicts. An undercutting attack occurs when there is a special case, or a
defeasible inference rule, that does not allow the application of the knowledge
carried in some other argument. Examples include expressions such as:
- Arg: If total cholesterol is high then hematocrite (HTC) is not low.
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Based on this description an undercutting attack to a forecast argument (or a
mitigating argument) can be built, that assumes low HTC as one of its premises.
For instance, consider a forecast argument F1 and an undercutting attack UC1:
- F1: male and low HTC → medium low risk (r3)
- UC1: high total cholesterol ⇒ F1
Since it is known that HTC can not be low if total cholesterol is high, under-
cutting attack UC1 ensures that forecast rule F1 is not applied in this situation.
A set of strict preferences among pairs of biomarkers for predicting survival are
also provided by the clinician (expert) who was interviewed in this study. Such
preferences can also be seen as undercutting attacks4. Consider the following
preference P1, forecast arguments F2, F3 and an undercutting attack UC2:
- P1: Hypertension > Age - F2: Age ∈ [66, 70]→ medium risk (r4)
- F3: high Hypertension → high risk (r6) - UC2: F3 ⇒ F2
In the above example P1 suggests that hypertension is more important for
inferring survival than age, thus forecast argument F3 should be considered
instead of F2. Let us point out that forecast arguments F1 and F2 would not be
defined according to the skeptical approach (layer 1) because their risks are not
in the survival set (r1−2) or death set (r6−7), consequently UC1 and UC2 would
also not be defined in this approach. Once layers 1 and 2 are finalized, the set or
arguments and attacks can be seen now as a graph, or argumentation framework
(AF). Figure 1 depicts AFs for cautions and skeptical approaches. Node labels
follow the same names used for arguments in the full knowledge-base5.
Fig. 1. Argumentation framework: graphical representation of cautious (left) and skep-
tical (right) knowledge-bases. Double circles represent forecast arguments supporting
survival (blue) or death (red). Other nodes represent premises of undercutting attacks.
Edges are directed and represent attacks from an argument to another argument, or
from a forecast argument to another forecast argument.
4 Note that preference among biomarkers is not the same as preferentiality of argu-
ments, a notion mentioned on layer 3.
5 http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.20905.49764
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3.3 Layer 3 - Evaluation of the conflicts of arguments
Once an AF is constructed, it can be elicited with data6. Some of arguments
will be activated and kept, while others will not be activated and discarded. For
instance, F1 premises do not evaluate true for female individuals or individuals
that do not have low HTC, hence it is not activated and is discarded. Activated
arguments might be in conflict, according to attacks defined in layer 2. These
can be evaluated employing different strategies such as the strength of argument,
preferentiality and strength of attack relations [9]. Here attacks only present a
form of a binary relation. In other words, once the arguments of an attack are ac-
tivated, the attack is automatically considered efficacious. Activated arguments
together with valid attacks form a sub-argumentation framework (sub-AF), that
can now be evaluated against inconsistencies. Figure 2 depicts a sub-AF.
Fig. 2. Argumentation framework: an exam-
ple of activated arguments (blue nodes inside)
given one record of the dataset. Light nodes
and edges are still part of the knowledge-base
but are not considered for the next layers.
3.4 Layer 4 - Definition of the dialectical status of arguments
In order to accept or reject arguments, acceptability semantics are applied on
top of each sub-AF. Note that each record in the dataset produces a different
sub-AF, so semantics should be applied for each separated case. Most well known
semantics, such as grounded and preferred, can be found in [8]. The goal in this
layer is to evaluate not only if an argument is defeated but if the defeaters are
defeated themselves. It is said that an argument A defeats argument B if and
only if there is a valid attack from A to B. Dung’s acceptability semantics [8]
will generate one or more sets of extensions (conflict free sets of arguments).
Each extension can be seen as a different point of view that can be used in a
decision making process. At this stage the internal structure of arguments is
not considered and in the literature this is known as an abstract argumentation
framework (AAF). It is a pair < Arg, attacks > where: Arg is a finite set of
(abstract) arguments, attacks ⊆ Arg × Arg is binary relation over Arg. Given
sets X,Y ⊆ Arg of arguments, X attacks Y if and only if there exists x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y such that (x, y) ∈ attacks. A set X ⊆ Arg of argument is
- admissible iff X does not attack itself and X attacks every set of arguments
Y such that Y attacks X;
- complete iff X is admissible and X contains all arguments it defends, where
X defends x if and only if X attacks all attacks against x;
- grounded iff X is minimally complete (with respect to ⊆);
- preferred iff X is maximally admissible (respect to ⊆)
6 http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.17130.62402
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It is important to highlight that arguments with different conclusions (sur-
vival or death in this study), are not necessarily conflicting (given the expert’s
knowledge-base) and might be part of the same extension. This is because they
are originally defined according to the set of mortality risks (r1−7) and not
survival, thus, unless some inconsistency is explicitly defined, they can coexist.
Nonetheless, in order to minimize this inconsistency, ranking-based semantics
were also applied. This class of semantics is capable of distinguishing arguments
not only as accepted or rejected, but it also provides a mechanism to fully rank
them, therefore defining a form of importance. Here, the categorizer semantic
is employed [2]. It takes into consideration the number of direct attackers to
compute the strength of an argument. In this sense, attacks from non-attacked
arguments are stronger and are more impactful then attacks from arguments
attacked several times. Given an AAF =< Arg, attacks >, and the set of direct
attackers att(a)∀a ∈ Arg, the categorizer function Cat : Arg →]0, 1] is given by:
Cat(a) =
1 if att(a) = ∅11+ ∑
c∈att(a)
Cat(c) otherwise
(1)
Finally, a ranking is given according to the value computed by Cat for each
argument. Forecast arguments with different conclusions still might have the
same ranking, for instance, if they are both not attacked. In this case another
layer is required to accrue arguments and produce a final inference. Figure 3
illustrates grounded and categorizer semantics computed for the activated graph
on figure 2. Note that forecast arguments attacked only by rejected arguments
can still be rejected under the categorizer semantics.
Fig. 3. Argumentation framework: acceptable arguments computed by the grounded
semantics (left) and categorizer semantics (right). Blue nodes inside are activated but
do not support a conclusion, so are not accepted neither rejected. Red and green nodes
inside are forecast arguments rejected and accepted respectively. Double circles indicate
whether forecast arguments support death (red) or survival (blue).
3.5 Layer 5 - Accrual of acceptable arguments
The final step on the argumentation process of this study is to select one of the
possible two outcomes: survival or death. As defined in layer 2 (section 3.2),
two types of arguments can be part of an extension or have the same ranking:
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forecast and mitigating. Mitigating arguments, by definition, do not support any
conclusion and have already finalized their role attacking other arguments and
contributing to the definition of the set of acceptable arguments. Thus, the final
inference is given only by the forecast arguments. Three situations are possible:
1. If the set of acceptable forecast arguments support the same conclusion, then
final inference coincides to that conclusion.
2. If both conclusions are supported we argue that the one with the high-
est number of supporters should be chosen. Preferences have already been
taken into account, hence the amount of evidence, or number of arguments
supporting a conclusion, may be seen as a possible reason for choosing one.
3. If there is still a tie (survival and death being supported by an equal num-
ber of acceptable forecast arguments), then logically there is no reason for
the system to take any conclusion. This might reflect the uncertainty of
the domain, in which the knowledge-base, as coded from the expert in this
study, does not contain information for dealing with this type of situation.
Nonetheless, because one conclusion is eventually required for comparison
purposes, the preference goes to death making a skeptical inference.
Table 1 lists the constructed models, summarising their settings for each layer.
Table 1. Set up of each model investigated. For layers 1, 2 and 4 (L1, L2, L4 ) a
parameter is set. Layers 3 and 5 are equal for all cases.
Model Survival (L1 ) AF (L2 ) Semantics (L4 )
M1 Cautious figure 1 (left) Grounded
M2 Cautious figure 1 (left) Categorizer
M3 Skeptical figure 1 (right) Grounded
M4 Skeptical figure 1 (right) Categorizer
4 Results
Collected data of 93 patients and 51 different biomarkers obtained from an Eu-
ropean hospital from primary health care health records during the time span
of five years7 was used to instantiate the designed argumentation-based models
(table 1). In order to gauge the quality of the solutions an analysis was also per-
formed using classification trees (CT) on the same dataset. Data was normalized
and stratified 10-fold cross validation was applied for building CT models. The
percentage of death and survival records is 39% and 61% respectively. The eval-
uation metrics selected were accuracy, obtained from each respective confusion
matrix, and sensitivity or true positive rate. It is important to highlight that the
comparison between argument-based inference (conducted case-by-case) and a
7 http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.17130.62402
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learning technique (conducted on the whole dataset with CT) is not straight-
forward. In fact, argument-based models do not rely on data and consequently
are not built on training sets. To be as fair as possible, oversampling could not
be applied on the classification tree considering that synthetic data might be
outside the knowledge-base capacity of understanding. The accuracy and sensi-
tivity of each fold was computed across the argument-based models and the CT
models (figures 4 and 5).
4.1 Accuracy
The accuracy of CT was higher than argument-based models in 4 folds, lower in
4 folds and equal in 2 folds. Given the size of the dataset, there is approximately
9 records on each fold, and because of that there is a large fluctuation in the
accuracy percentage. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to say that, overall, tested
approaches are nearly equivalent according to their accuracies (figure 4). Among
the argument-based models, also no significant difference can be observed. This
demonstrates a slight advantage of models M3-4 over M1-2, since the skeptical
approach contain less information and could achieve similar results. Cautious
models (M1-2) and skeptical models (M3-4) did not present any significant dif-
ference between them, suggesting that, given the topology of the argumentation
frameworks (figure 1), grounded and categorizer semantics have no meaningful
impact on inferences.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of classification tree
(CT) and each model (M) by fold.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of classification tree
(CT) and each model (M) by fold.
4.2 Sensitivity
Argument-based models could outperform CT in all folds. Only model M3 had
a lower sensitivity in one fold. This shows how the techniques are equivalent
based on their accuracies but argument-based models have a better prediction
capacity for death, which is highly important in this domain. Among argument-
based models, folds 4 to 7 had the same sensitivity. Other folds presented a
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mixed prediction, sometimes having better results for models M1-2 and other
times for models M3-4. Again, this suggests how the skeptical approach might
be as predictive as the cautious one, making the use of medium risk biomarkers
(by models M1-2) questionable for the prediction of survival.
4.3 Discussion
The analysis of accuracy of the investigated models demonstrates that the pre-
diction capacity of survival by argument-based models is in line with the classifi-
cation tree approach. Sensitivity, however, suggests that more precise inferences
of death can be done by argument-based models. One can argue that learn-
ing algorithms might not be suited for the proportion of biomarkers by records
in this problem (51 biomarkers and 93 records), thus another knowledge-base
approach should be employed for comparison purposes. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no other knowledge-base approach has been applied in the
biomarker domain. In fact, the use of other knowledge-base techniques such as
expert systems and fuzzy logic systems are mentioned as future work.
In line with this, it is important to mention the interest in pursuing ex-
planation systems [4] in the health-care sector opposed to learning techniques
where outcomes are not fully comprehended by humans. Defeasible reasoning
and argument-based models allow a clearer reasoning process under uncertainty
and incomplete data, are not based upon statistic or probability and allow the
comparison of different knowledge-bases [19]. Efforts have already been made in
order to apply argument-based systems in the medical field [17], so it is expected
that this integration might be enhanced by this research. For instance, take the
knowledge-base applied here. Although it presents a large set of biomarkers it is
not completely clear how they interact with each other. It is also not clear how
the deduction from mortality risk to survival should be made. However, these
are questions that are possibly not known even by domain experts. Nonetheless,
two models or interpretations of this knowledge-base (cautious and skeptical)
could be investigated and hopefully shed some light on these questions. For
example, skeptical and cautious models presented similar performance, demon-
strating that medium risk biomarkers did not have a significant contribution in
the prediction of survival. Furthermore, each record analyzed has its own sub-
argumentation framework, its own set of acceptable arguments and its own set
of successful attacks. Such information can also be used for additional reasoning
and improvement of biomarkers understanding towards survival.
5 Conclusion and future work
This research investigated the use of defeasible reasoning, formally implemented
via computational argumentation theory, for the prediction of survival in elderly
built upon evidence on biomarkers. The motivation for applying this technique
comes from the lack of other studies employing knowledge driven approaches
in the biomarker domain and also from the small amount of available data.
A 5-layer schema was used to translate an extensive expert’s knowledge-base
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into arguments. These were used to infer death or survival of elderly patients.
The main disadvantage of building argument-based models is the time required
to translate a knowledge-base generally expressed in natural language terms,
into formal rules. Findings suggest that argument-based models are a promising
avenue for the investigation of the relationship between biomarkers and survival
in elderly. A comparison between argument-based models, built upon this 5-layer
schema, and a classification tree algorithm showed that the formers can achieve a
similar accuracy than the latter but a better sensitivity. In addition, argument-
based models are not based on statistic or probability and can reason with
unclear and incomplete data. Future work will be focused on the application of
different knowledge driven approaches, including expert systems and fuzzy logic.
Moreover, given the uncertainty of the application (inference of survival of elderly
using biomarkers) the same methodology of this study (5-layer schema) is going
to be employed with different knowledge-bases designed by distinct experts.
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